SUMMARY: I got a report that the helicopter raids are happening in Miami as well, and a lot of planes are flying
down to Guantanamo. But those arrested are the lower level criminals, not those at the top. People who told me
that there was no way that the funds would be released this week have called me up to change their story. Still
looking good for an RV to be released this week.
The Newsletter Update Skype room has now been limited to posts only from me, meaning these updates. So, if you have
hesitated to go there because of difficulty in finding the updates, that problem should have been resolved. Posts are still
in IDC in the evening. The following link will allow you to join if you are already a Skype member, or get a temporary 24
hour guest pass if you are not. https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6
Please feel free to share these newsletters. They are a product of Global Genius Trust www.ggtrust.com . Thanks for
those who send in materials for publication. You can find these newsletters in Intel Dinar Chronicles each evening,
and at our Skype room at https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6
AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via
investing your time and/or investing money now. I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com titled: “Project
Funding NOW”. We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment. Do not
have funds to invest? You can help us find investors. My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com or Skype:
JASEGUROLA
This was sent to me for comment. I thought it was worth a general exposure and comment. --dle

Dear Yossef & Paul,
I imagine you will get plenty of responses to your view of the "Trillionaire" problem. I have given much
thought to this myself, to the point of burning them up!!.. However, I am considering (over a period of years)
to donating a portion of my lot to various world charities that are already established and have connections of
how to distribute portions of this mountain of loot in a responsible manner. My only problem is where to look
for the many I will need each year for the distribution. I do not plan to do the distribution in only one or two
years....I plan to set up a charitable trust, so that after I am gone (I am already nearly 76 years old) my legacy
will carry on for many years. But my problem is, where to find people to manage the Trust for years??
Do you have an ideas for to put my plan into action?
Schools and hospitals are always needing extra funds, too, and they are easy to find. Although at my age I will
need some help on how to contact these institutions and request a plan from them on how they would use
the funds....
In this case would my plan be a big impact on causing inflation, as you mentioned in your letter?
I would love to hear from you concerning my plan of using established charities to accomplish what certainly I
am not able to do on my own. Would my plan be a big inflation-causing event? Would this be a problem if I
only chose say 50-100 charities in one year, and 50-100 different charities the next year? How would I find
charities in foreign countries?
Do you know if it is allowed to to use a portion of the windfall from the Zim to use to set up a perpetual trust
for our family?
I have 3 sons, 9 grandchildren, and 2 great grandchildren. And who knows...most likely more to come! You did
not mention things like that in your article....so I am wondering if it is allowed.

If you have any thoughts on my ideas, I would love to hear from both of you gentlemen.
Looking forward to hearing your thoughts, THANK-YOU!
Sincerely, Theresa G.
Dear Theresa G.,
Thank you for sharing your concerns with this audience. I hope it will be acceptable to respond to in public, in this way.
My first suggestion is that you establish a foundation to handle your funds. It would be reasonable to have a Trusts
Company like Northern Trust, Abbott Downing, or the like manage the trust for you and your family. If your family
members would like to get involved in the management of these funds, then you can make a place for them on the
board of the trust, and they can learn and develop their skills to the point that if desired, your family could take over
complete control at some point in the future.
Another option would be to establish either a Family Foundation, or a Special Interest Foundation, or both, with funds
divided between the two. One would be primarily for your family to use to benefit the family, and the other would be
for any particular purpose which you chose, such as, humanitarian projects. A good place to set that up would be
Panama. Here is some good information you can read about these two kinds of trusts. And your family can be involved
in guiding these as well.
There are subtle differences between the Panama Private Interest Foundation and a Panama Charitable Public
Foundation – or Panama 'Public Interest' Foundation – in that the latter is used for charitable purposes, though
both have their unique uses in offshore planning, much of the characteristics of a PPIF are the same for
a Panama Charitable Foundation.
https://www.offshore-protection.com/panama-charitable-foundation
https://www.offshore-protection.com/panama-private-interest-foundations-formation
Some of your money will initially be in a US bank. Each bank involved in this exchange is going to have its own basket of
humanitarian projects, and you can use your money to support one or more of these projects.
My organization, Global Genius Trust, has over 400 different humanitarian projects which will be available for people to
support. We will also have a Project Development Division to plan, fund and develop our projects, as well as the
projects of our beneficiaries and others who want to work with us. There may be other organizations doing similar
things to support the humanitarian intentions of currency exchangers. You can find out more about GGTrust at
www.ggtrust.com, or by writing to info@ggtrust.com.
Finally, as I wrote in regards to Paul’s article on Sunday, https://www.docdroid.net/0z9dTPw/sunday-morning-30-sep2018.pdf#page=2 Charitable Giving DOES contribute to inflation. But creating projects, which make more jobs, more
goods and more services, does NOT contribute to inflation. Contrarily, it REDUCES inflation, and generates a larger, but
still balanced, economy, leading to more prosperity for all.
--dle

Becky call advice
Shared with me tonight: Listened to the latest OOOTAH Call. Here is what Becky said of significance:
We are VERY close. That was probably the last call.

There will be NO structured payouts. The money is yours to do with as you wish. Leave it in that bank or move it to
another. It's up to you.
Wells Fargo and HSBC will give the best rates.
If you have ZIM--- tell the bank you are there to REDEEM your Zimbabwe BOND.
She stressed to say REDEEM and BOND. You EXCHANGE... CURRENCIES. (IQD and VND)
You REDEEM... BONDS. If you slip up and say 'exchange' your ZIM they will treat it as a currency. You will get a lower
rate.
There will lots of scammers coming out of the woodwork offering you investments. She suggests not making any
investments for two years. Then vet a company completely should you be interested in one

U.S. Embassy Baghdad Retweeted
Douglas Silliman
Verified account @USAmbIraq
5m5 minutes ago
Hearty congratulations to Dr. @BarhamSalih who has just been sworn in as the third President of the Republic of Iraq.
The United States looks forward to working with President Salih to move #Iraq forward. @USEmbBaghdad
@USAConsulBasrah @USConGenErbil
[As I understand it, Dr. Abadi is still Prime Minister for the next 2 years.--dle]

ANOTHER Steve Pieczenik VIDEO

OPUS 79 Keep Calm and the Republic Goes On!
Steve Pieczenik
Published on Oct 2, 2018
Okay folks, the Circus is packing up and moving out of town...what does it all mean? Hear me RAW.
Dr. Steve looks at the Human Beings involved in the government.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdsByRchAlc&feature=em-uploademail

Kavanaugh accuser Christine Blasey Ford ran mass “hypnotic
inductions” of psychiatric subjects as part of mind control
research funded by foundation linked to “computational
psychosomatics” neuro-hijacking (UPDATE 1)
https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-10-01-kavanaugh-accuser-christine-blasey-ford-ran-mass-hypnotic-inductions-ofpsychiatric-subjects.html

we’ve now learned and confirmed that Christine Blasey Ford co-authored a science paper that involves her carrying out
mass “hypnotic inductions” of psychiatric subjects as part of a mind control program that cites methods to “create
artificial situations.”
The study was published in the Journal of Clinical Psychology. The study title, abstract and authors can be confirmed at
this link.
[With my limited experience in hypnosis and Satanic ritual abuse (SRA), and psychiatric illness, it does appear to me that Dr. BlaseyFord has experienced traumatic mind-control treatments, and has significant personality disorder. But I am not a psychiatrist, so I
cannot make such a diagnosis.

New Report Warns Russian Lawmakers That Trump Is Wiretapping Entire
Democrat Party In Washington
This headline certainly seems to be affected by the usual Sorcha Faal hyperbole, but there is some interesting
information in here about the Trump administration possibly requesting multiple FISA warrants against Democrats.
It also included the much maligned Corey Booker article which included his description of groping a 15 year old girl—
WHEN HE WAS 15-and contrary to the Republican media noise, I thought that the article was well written, and was a
sensitive exploration of his own rejection of the predominating male sexual conquest ethos which he found in college. I
would give a “plus” to Corey Booker for his attitude, and for sharing his thoughts, not a minus.--dle

Headlines and Updates for October 2, 2018; The Darkest Days [videos]
by Starship Earth: The Big Picture
It may be a very interesting week. Once we get the Presidential Alert tomorrow we may have a better idea of
what to expect in October. Or not. We don't know if the militia is on standby... no details. Prepare and watch,
is what we're told. If the "test" from POTUS is to be 30 […]
Read more of this post

I posted this before, but without the blurb.

Official Trump @War: Full Movie
This is only 1hr and 15 minutes. VERY WELL WORTH WATCHING!! Fantastic
movie and discusses the importance of the November 2018 Mid-Term Elections.
Share it with your friends/families if you like...
https://youtu.be/TODyyR5GRqw

When playing by the real rules of law and protocol ..better bet you will lose to those who understand and can think
logically ... Recall Democrats/Socialists/Communists never play by the rules----Read their Playbook by Saul Alinsky... Lie,
cheat, steal.....that is their way. We finally have Teams who work together "by the Rule of Law", we win..SUPPORT
THEM AND YOU WIN TOO.

What really happened on Friday (9/28) at the vote?
I know this is long ... but there's no TLDR version. What happened Friday 9/28 was Shakespearean, so I'm hoping a
few of you make the effort.
Almost every post on the boards is attacking Flake. He's a swamp creature, but what he, Grassley, and Reps pulled off
in that hearing room was genius.
When they returned after recess .... every Republican Senator was sitting in their seat except Cruz ... nearly all of
them. Only one of the Dems was in their seat, the rest were standing in the doorway or were in the hallway. A staffer
whispers in Grassley's ear and he looks around, first right ... Reps all seated, then left, Dems still standing around.
Then he hits the gavel, Cruz enters and takes his seat, Dems still standing around. Grassley stares at the door for a
while ... knocks the gavel a few times, but much quieter than before. Flake enters, whispers something to Grassley in
passing and takes his seat.
Then ... "As a point of personal privilege, I'm going to invite Senator Flake to speak. Normally we would start the vote
right now." ... Dems still standing around the entrance ... and it's no big deal, no hurry, Senator Flake is speaking, it's
not the vote.
Flake "I've been speaking to the other side and I think it would be proper to delay the floor vote for up to but not
more than one week to allow the FBI to conduct an investigation." The other side were aware that Sen. Flake was
only going to vote "yes" based on an FBI investigation. The "one week" was probably news to them. They are still
making their way to their seats.
Senator Flake "I will vote to advance the vote to the floor with that understanding." Then he compliments the
chairman and the committee. He already knows it's over!
Grassley IMMEDIATELY calls roll (vote) you can hear some Dems say "wait ... " they are still making their way to their
seats, only 3-4 of them are seated. Feinstein interrupts and grabs Sen. Grassley's arm ... "What are we voting on? Can
we have a description" ..... The Dems are in complete disarray. They do not know what's happening. Sen. Grassley
raises his voice, pulls away from Feinstein and says "We are voting on the motion to report the nomination to the
floor .... Call the role!" Sen. Feinstein ... "but that's not my understanding" (she thought she had a different deal with
Flake) Flake responds "Well my understanding is the deal that the Democrats would accept a one week investigation
limited in time and scope." ... Feinstein starts to argue "Well ... " ... Then Sen. Grassley jumps in .... "we'll decide that
and if there's any further discussion we'll have it after the roll .... CALL THE ROLL!"
As the roll starts .... some of the Dems are still making their way to their seats. As the 11 Reps vote yes, Sen. Feinstein
grabs Grassley again ... "This is on the nominee?" she's still confused. He says "Yes", she votes "On the nominee, No."
Noise in the room increases as the Dems are asking what is happening and taking their seats. Some still asking "On
the Nominee?" Finally, the Chairman votes "Yes." and on hearing the roll was 11/10 declares "The nominee will be
reported to the floor." It's over and the Dems are still trying to figure out what just happened, some still haven't
made it to their seats. Sen. Coons (who did make it to his seat) realises that the nomination and investigation were
separate and proposes that the investigation over the coming week is bi-partisan and is thanked. Feinstein then
admits she was confused and thought the two were linked and seconds the bi-partisan motion for the investigation.
(She has no choice)
Then Senator Graham sums it all up. "I love this committee but we're not the majority leader. Sen. Flake has said
what it would take for him to support the vote, but it really doesn't matter what we say here ... because it's up to
Schumer and McConnell." (In other words, any further discussion/motions regarding the investigation are pointless
because it's out of our hands now) ... Next up is Leaky Leahy asking for a commitment that there is no movement on
the nomination on the Senate floor ... and before Grassley can speak, Sen Flake, the guy you are hating on, jumps in
and says "Let me say again, I cannot make that commitment for the Leadership ... but I would only be comfortable
moving forward on the floor when the FBI has done more investigation than they have done already! It may not take

them a week ... " so he's saying that he'll vote as soon as the FBI have done something, but is not committing to the
week, just that he'll vote after they do something.
After a few back and forths ... Feinstein asks Flake if his "amendment includes continuing the investigation through
this period of time." She is still confused. Flake responds "There is no amendment." and he's just saying that he wants
the Democrats to feel comfortable as they move forward knowing an investigation has occurred and will heal the
divisions. He is willing to contact the WH personally to request the investigation and it would be short and limited in
scope ... sound familiar? President Trump echoes Flake and made a statement shortly after, "be limited in scope and
completed in less than one week." ... Anyhow, immediately after Sen. Flake said this, Sen. Grassley bangs his gavel,
invokes the 2 hour rule. The meeting is over .... no more discussion, no more delays, no threats to walk out of the
room before voting .... oh, and some of the Dems are still standing and wondering WTH just happened. ....
So if you want to hate on Flake, you can, but not for this. This was 5D chess. This was the plan. The Republicans all
knew there was going to be an investigation. It was worked out with Flake beforehand, but it was going to be done on
their terms, not the Dems. No more delays.
You can watch it all play out ... start at 4.41.00 Hearing YouTube youtube.com/watch?v=aeyzYkisuws

This is how we treat the best of
those among us. Things have
not changed much in the last
2000 years, have they?

